Speaking & the Impromptu Speech

Standards
SPQCC 26: Comprehends, develops, and uses concepts and generalizations to affect an audience.
SPQCC 28: Uses voice effectively (volume, rate, clarity, and inflection).
SPQCC 30: Performs social rituals (introductions, greetings, and conversation).
ELACC9-10W1c Use words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between claim(s) and counterclaims.
ELACC9-10W2a Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information to make important connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.
ELACC9-10W2d Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic.
ELACC9-10SL1d Respond thoughtfully to diverse perspectives, summarize points of agreement and disagreement, and, when warranted, qualify or justify their own views and understanding and make new connections in light of the evidence and reasoning presented.